CHAPTER XXI
LIFE IN MEDITERRANEAN AND MILD EAST-COAST
REGIONS
How East Coasts Differ from West Coasts in Latitudes 20°Jx> 40° *
-it*    -*- W*
Nearly half the people of the earth live between latitudes 20° and 40°.
In these latitudes each continent shows a strong contrast between a
sparsely g^ulated west coast and a densely populated east coast.   The
sparsity of the population oh the west coast is due to the factfthat the
^ summers are dry.   The subtropical belts of highj>ressure are partly rcspon-
r^siSle for^the dryness.  In sx^nmer they often move solar from t£e~cquatdr
0 that even in latitudes as high as 40   they either cause the air to descend,
whereby it grows warm and dry, or else give rise to tradewinds. ^\Vhen
these winds^originate in warm sunny continental areas, as do ffiose starting
in any continental area more than a few hundred miles from the east
coast, they are relatively hot and dry to begin with. Since they blow toward
lower latitudes, they become warmer as they move^ forward.  This makes
them absorb moisture instead oiTgiving it up, unless they are forced to
rise over mountains.   Moreover,"in summer, cyclonic stormy are almost
unknown in latitudes 20° to 40° on the west sides of continents.   Thus
^iianrrrrgumstances combine to give a dry summer to the center and west
k   side of a continent in tbese latitudes.
^ in winter, on the other hand, the subtropicaUjgiLpf b jghjgressure and
the tradewinds which blow out from it swing- equatorward. Their place
is taken by westerly winds. Thus moisture-laden air is carried from rela-
tively warm oceans to lands that have nowl>ecome quite cool. This, of
j^course, tendsjp~cause rain. At the same time cyctenic storms' move nearer
to the equator Than in summer, sweeping as far as 'latitudd 3U" or lower.
This, too, causes rain. Accordingly the west coast of each continent has
a region with summer droughts and winter rain, as appears in Plate II.
S*ucnrcgions are^~sbmctimes called subtropical because they lie beyond
* the tropics, but are semi-tropical. A better name is Mediterranean because
they are especially well developed around the Mediterranean Sea.
The ^rrcspmdjiigLlautudcs ofjhe^east sides of the continents have a
seasonal (distribution of rainfall <}uite different from that of the west

